The aim of this study is to get insight the interaction between Indonesian H274Y mutant neuraminidase with four inhibitors. Not only to seek preferable inhibitor to be used, but also to investigate the interaction occurred, especially hydrogen bonds formed. Hydrogen bonds analysis and its interaction energies calculation showed that zanamivir is the most preferable inhibitor with 13 hydrogen bonds formed and -439.96 kcal/mol. Laninamivir would be an alternative inhibitor since it has 10 hydrogen bonds and -307.19 kcal/mol. The investigation of ΔSAS showed almost all active site residues buried when interacted with inhibitors. Only a few residues have an increases ΔSAS. Lipinski rule analysis showed that zanamivir and laninamivir would be best taken by injection or inhalation.
INTRODUCTION
The avian influenza has damaged the economies of developing countries, such as Indonesia. The virus has infected poultry in 31 from 33 provinces, and 12 provinces were reported hundreds cases of human infection [1] . There were also 163 human cases with 135 deaths were reported until April 2010 [2] . The spread of infection with a variety of susceptible avian hosts has resulted in rapid viral adaption. The virus ability to shift and drift the antigen has increased the potential for these viruses to repeat influenza pandemic.
The high mortality of the viruses may be caused either by the high pathogenicity of the viruses itself or by the less effectiveness of the drugs inhibited the replication process. Recent antiviral medications which prevent the virus to replicate were divided by two classes: the M2 ion channel blocker (Adamantane and Rimantadine) and the neuraminidase inhibitor. Many studies show the resistance of M2 ion channel blockers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] has brought the neuraminidase inhibitor research as the main stream of influenza virus investigation. Although several mutation in neuraminidase active site residues also causing the less attracted NA-inhibitor interaction [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , there are more improvement were made to produce a better neuraminidase inhibitor than in M2 ion channel blocker.
Neuraminidase inhibitors are produced mimicking sialic acid as its competitor. Neuraminidase inhibitors work in the last step of replication process. The matured virion budding in the edge of host cell and neuraminidase would enhance the cleavage activity to release them. If neuraminidase inhibitor interacted in neuraminidases active site, the matured virion will stay attached with host cell sialic acid [30] . This mechanism will prevent the matured virion to infect another host cell. Neuraminidase will clearly not going anywhere, and the infection was effectively terminated.
The mutations in neuraminidase active site residues could reduce the sensitivity to interact with neuraminidase inhibitors. One of a few well known active site residues mutations is at the position 274 which replaces histidine (H) into tyrosine (Y). It was observed from 2006 H5N1 NA (3CKZ) that the H274Y mutation has caused the reorientation of the adjacent E276 forcing it carboxyl group to move closer to binding site and decrease the binding affinity with oseltamivir [31, 32] .
The aim of this study is to investigate drugs attachment in mutated N1 neuraminidase influenza virus in order to search the best interaction between Indonesian H5N1 NA and several inhibitors. This is needed to provide the information about what drug is preferable to inhibit Indonesian H274Y mutated NA virus shed. The receptor-ligand docking was done to seek the probability of the attachment which correlated with non-bonded interactions. The observation was completed through structural and energetic investigation of the receptor-ligand interaction following NA-inhibitor interaction through hydrogen bonds formed, SAS and interaction energies calculation. The Lipinski rule investigation also added as complementary information.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Structures Preparation
The amino acid sequence of Indonesian mutant H274Y was obtained from influenza sequences database in NCBI [33] . The searching panel, provided by NCBI, was set with the keyword "Indonesia" in order to collect all the neuraminidase sequence from all cases which occurred in Indonesia. The searching of template structure which have a high percentage of similarity was done by BLASTP 2.2.16 [34] and InterProScan [35] provided by Swiss Expasy [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The template structure suggested from Swiss Expasy is 3CKZ which then obtained in Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB) [41] . The template sequence is 97% similar with the sequence of ABW06159. Five homology models were produced using MODELER [42] . All models were assessed with PROCHECK [43] [44] [45] , DOPE-HR [46] and 3D-Profiles scores [47, 48] with Kabsch-Sander algorithm [49] for secondary structure in order to get the best model.
The structures of inhibitors were collected in the database of chemical molecules, PubChem [50] which is maintained by NCBI. At this moment, PubChem provide over 31 millions compounds, 75 millions substances and bioactivity results from 1644 high-throughput screening programs. Also, the information needed to check Lipinski Rules were obtained in PubChem. Until the time, there were 13 neuraminidase inhibitor compounds. Only four inhibitors were used in this experiment. All neuraminidase inhibitors compounds used in this experiment and its properties were listed in Table 1 . 
Neuraminidase-Inhibitors Docking (CDOCKER)
The attachment of inhibitors into neuraminidase molecule has completed with CDOCKER [51] . The parameters set with 10 random top hits and conformations, 1000 random conformations dynamics steps and conformations dynamics target temperature, including electrostatic interactions and orientation van der Waals energy threshold, and use CHARMm for forcefield and ligand partial charge. Candidate poses were created using random rigidbody with six degrees of freedom (3 rotations/3 translations) followed by simulated annealing. Sphere generated to fill the active site to facilitate ligand matching in the sphere centre and find possible ligand orientations. Following that, a final minimization used to refine the ligand process. A pose with minimum interaction energy would be ranked in the top of 10 random top hits.
Minimization Energy
The best docked pose with minimum interaction energy still has a great RMS gradient around 13,000 kcal/ (mol × Å). A proper energy minimization is needed in order to produce an optimum geometrical structure. The energy minimization process was divided by two main steps with different algorithms, steepest descent and conjugate gradient. The steepest descent was calculated with targeted energy gradient 0.5 kcal/ (mol × Å) and 1,000,000 steps maximum. This step used rough calculation to gain the targeted energy gradient. The second step was executed with targeted energy gradient 0.1 kcal/ (mol × Å) and 1,000,000 steps maximum. This algorithm used very smooth calculation to gain optimum geometrical structure with minimum energy. Both methods use Generalized Born Molecular Volume (GBMV) implicit solvent energy to mimicking the ambience, a non bond list radius of 14 Å, and a switching function was applied between 10 -12 Å for a computational efficiency. To gain a longrange electrostatic energy contribution, it was visualized in a spherical cutoff mode.
Solvent Accessible Surface (SAS)
Solvent accessible surface was measured two times. First measurement was done before the NAI's were docked into neuraminidases. The second was after complex molecules reach energy gradient 0.1 kcal/(mol × Å). The measurement were done using a probe radius 1.4 Å. The changes of solvent accessible surface (SAS) were calculated by subtracting the first with the second SAS of active site residues of neuraminidase. Small ligand binding sites are usually clefts or pockets where catalysis takes a place. The interaction in the binding site would cause active site residues were buried in complex. It could be determined by the decreasing of the surface area that solvent could access. This is known as solvent accessible surface changes. In this experiment, the active site residues of neuraminidase for SAS calculation were chosen followed the template 3CKZ structure definition and subsites were divided according Stoll et al. [52] subsites characterization with the addition E277 into S5 subsite residues (look Figure 1 ).
RESULTS
Lipinski's Rule Analysis
The rule of 5 (also called Lipinski's rules), made by Lipinski et al. [53] , predicts poor absorption or permeation of drugs. Although there are several categories that violate this rule (such antibiotics, antifungal, vitamins and cardiac glycosides), most of drugs marketed follow this rule. Lipinski's rule analysis are needed to observe since the common drugs is taken orally and its must be able to cross the cell membrane or barrier. This section will give complementary information about neuraminidase inhibitors profile and will not be compared to the results of the experiment. Table 2 listed all information needed to analyze the Lipinski rule in 4 neuraminidase inhibitors involved in the experiment. Under the Lipinski's rule column has written 0 and 1 which identify ligand whether it violated or not the Lipinski's rule. There are 2 out of 4 inhibitors that violated the Lipinski's rule, zanamivir and laninamivir. The Lipinski's rule was violated through the number of hydrogen bond donors which over the limit that Lipinski created: 5. Overlimited hydrogen bond donors is happen because laninamivir and zanamivir are bulkier than other neuraminidase inhibitors used in this experiment. Out of that, other requirements are fulfilled for all neuraminidase inhibitors. Table 3 provided hydrogen bonds formed between active site residues and inhibitors before and after minimization. Zanamivir shows better interaction with NA active site than the other inhibitors. The numbers of hydrogen bond formed increase from 11 to 13. Following zanamivir, laninamivir has increases numbers of hydrogen bond formed from 9 to 10. Then oseltamivir carboxylate with 6 hydrogen bonds formed before and after minimization. And peramivir which lost one of its hydrogen bond and leave only 6 hydrogen bonds formed after minimization. Zanamivir most interaction was made by S1 subsite residues (R118, R292 and R371). It showed by the changes of the orientation of interaction. Before minimization there is no hydrogen bonds formed between zanamivir and R292 and shows four hydrogen bonds which formed by R118 and R371 with zanamivir. After minimization, the distance between R118 and zanamivir decreases and the carboxyl group of zanamivir moved closer to R292 and formed two hydrogen bonds. Total there are five hydrogen bonds in the S1 subsite after minimization. The improvement of interaction also made in S2 subsite and S5. In the S2 subsite, the improvement could be indicated from an addition of a hydrogen bond formed between E119 and zanamivir. Other residue in S2 subsite, E227, did not have hydrogen bond with all of inhibitors experimented. In the S5 subsite, the changes of distances of E276 and E277 from zanamivir are indicated a good attraction in this subsite that moved the inhibitor more close to the binding pocket.
In this research also noted that only when docked with zanamivir hydrogen bond in R152 did not formed, even after energy minimization. For other inhibitors, the interaction could be seen as a good attraction. It was showed as an improvement in hydrogen bond distance and an addition of hydrogen bond formed in this residue. Further research is needed to answer the hesitancy whether the absence of hydrogen bond in R152 could enhance the NA-inhibitor interaction in other subsites.
The lack of interaction between neuraminidase and peramivir showed by the loss of one hydrogen bond from total hydrogen bonds formed and unstable movement which showed by the changes of interaction orientation. Peramivir have a strong interaction with D151 and R152 in the S3 subsite. It can be seen through the changes of their distances. Unfortunately, that condition did not occurred with other hydrogen bonds formed in other subsites. There are E227, R371 and Y406 which lost its hydrogen bonds with peramivir.
The interaction between neuraminidase with oseltamivir carboxylate showed the movement from the region near Y347 and R371 into R118 and R152. Two hydrogen bonds formed by Y347 before minimization has lost and changed by R118 and R152 which keep oseltamivir carboxilate has six hydrogen bonds with neuraminidase. Following that, the distance of hydrogen bond formed between R371 and inhibitor has increased. Although being unstable in R371, oseltamivir carboxylate has a good interaction with other residue in S1 subsite, R292.
Interesting fact showed that in both peramivir and oseltamivir carboxylate does not have any formed hydrogen bond with S5 subsite. The neuraminidase interaction with this two inhibitors depended mostly with S1 subsite. Even the strong interaction between those inhibitors and R292 which adjacent with S5 subsite did not helped to create any hydrogen bond in S5 subsite. In zanamivir and laninamivir, the binding in S5 subsite shows an attraction that could be seen from the hydrogen bonds distance which became shorter.
The hydrogen bonds list and its distances data of the interaction between NA with laninamivir showed that laninamivir has moved closer into the active site residues. Strong attraction could be seen in S1 and S5 subsites. The hydrogen bonds with S1 subsite were formed only by R292 and R371. With laninamivir, R292 has produced a good interaction which showed by the addition of R292-laninamivir hydrogen bonds formed.
The strong interaction in S5 subsite showed by the unbroken hydrogen bonds formed in NA active site with laninamivir. Three hydrogen bonds, formed by E276 and E277, remain stable with little movements. Most of the residues in others subsites has a good attraction with laninamivir. It showed by the changes of hydrogen bonds distance formed which became shorter after minimization. dues are decrease (showed by positive value). Only a few residues have an increases SAS.
In the S1 subsite, the largest change was carried out between R371 and zanamivir interaction. This is also being the largest decrease in this experiment. Except R118, the site that also known as triad arginine, decrease its solvent accessible surfaces area when binding with zanamivir more than 7 Å 2 and be the largest compared by other inhibitors. Different with S1 subsite, SAS of S2 subsite residues when interact with zanamivir has been the lowest in decreasement compared with other inhibitors. Even though the data shows similar order, it interesting that the inhibitor which has considerable hydrogen bonds formed with neuraminidase was decreased its SAS the less.
Another SAS similar order happened between four inhibitors also made in S3 and S5 subsites. Although the strength of interaction, which is indicated by the hydrogen bond formed, in those subsite are different, there are no significant differences in SAS. This is shows that almost all residues in S3 and S5 subsites are buried in the complex by inhibitor. It seems to be caused by the similar part of inhibitors facing those subsites. It has to have an impact in the similar order of SAS.
In the S4 subsite, there is only one buried residue which has SAS more than 7 Å 2 in all inhibitors, R224. Even R224 did not form any hydrogen bond, this residue was buried in complex and may be interacted with electrostatic interaction. Other S4 subsite residue, S246, showed an increase SAS in zanamivir (shown by negative value) and only buried over 7 Å 2 in complex by laninamivir. It shows that S246 has a tendency to repel any atoms around its surface.
From an additional residues data, interesting event shows by D151, Y347 and Y406. In D151 and Y406 residues, both of them had decrease SAS over 7 Å 2 only in zanamivir and laninamivir. Those events did not appear in other inhibitors. It is really wondering since zanamivir and laninamivir was known from the table 3 as inhibitors that formed relatively numberous hydrogen bonds than other inhibitors docked in this experiment. Another interesting event showed by Y347 which has SAS decreases below 7 Å 2 in all inhibitors. It may be related with the lost hydrogen bond formed by Y347 in 3 from 4 inhibitors after minimization. Even in complex molecule with peramivir, Y347 did not produced hydrogen bond formed.
Interaction Energy Analysis
In this study were calculated interaction energy, which compound of electrostatic energy and van der Waals energy, between two sets of atoms in a specified structure. This could help identified which hydrogen bond interacted stronger and contributed much in receptor-ligand binding. The results of interaction energies of four inhibitors were plotted in Figure 2 .
Figure 2(a) shows the plot of interaction energies from atoms which formed hydrogen bonds between NA and zanamivir. The strongest interaction (the lowest in Total interaction energy of 6 non-bonded interactions between atoms which formed hydrogen bonds is -209.11 kcal/mol which is larger than peramivir.
In Figure 2 (d) was plotted the interaction energies of atoms which formed hydrogen bonds in NA subsite when interacted with peramivir. The lowest interaction energy was made by 154234:H37-D151:OD2 with -40.01 kcal/mol and the highest interaction energy was made by R292: HH12-154234:O3 with -7.45 kcal/mol. The interaction energy which made by R292:HH12-154234:O3 is also the highest interaction energy in this experiment. Total interaction energy of atoms which formed hydrogen bonds in NA-peramivir complex is -172.37 kcal/mol and be the highest compared than other inhibitors in this experiment.
DISCUSSION
Molecular docking investigation is able to give detail information in receptor-ligand binding affinity. In this study, main focuses pointed at structural and energetic changes that could indicate the binding affinity of NA-inhibitors. The structural changes viewed from hydrogen bonds which formed and solvent accessible surface area change. The result shows that the H274Y mutant neuraminidase N1 has the affinities to bind stronger with zanamivir and laninamivir.
The result also may have an association with the resistance of oseltamivir in the virus which its NA has mutated at 274 from histidine into tyrocine. Currently, oseltamivir is used mainly for influenza treatment, but the generation and/or circulation of oseltamivir resistant mutants influenza virus in humans has become a major concern [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . In Yamashita et al. experiment, oseltamivir carboxylate shows IC50 ratios of 32 to 8,400 to the H274Y (H1N1), R292K, E119V, and N294S (H3N2) mutants, the IC50 ratios of R-125489 and zanamivir for these strains are 0.69 to 2.8 and 0.72 to 1.7, respectively [59] . Other studies carried out by Maki Kiso et al. also explain similar results that oseltamivir resistant mutants, especially H274Y, could be handled by zanamivir and laninamivir [60] . This is coherence with our experiment results which shows that only zanamivir and laninamivir has relatively good binding affinities with H274Y mutant NA active site. The experiment to seek the threshold of interaction energy which may be able to give a reference to determine the resistance of NA virus is needed for future development in this research area. It may cut the time and cost on in vivo and in vitro characterization.
In the result data, both peramivir and oseltamivir carboxylate do not formed a hydrogen bond in S5 subsite. This is indicated that the interaction between neuraminidase with both peramivir and oseltamivir carboxylate disturbed at S5 subsite. Different partial charge of each inhibitor may have a direct effect to the interaction in this subsite (Figure 3) . But also, the correlation between H274Y mutation and the weak interaction in functional residues-substrate binding has an influence. The residue substitution from histidine to tyrocine at position 274 may contribute in distracted interaction of E276 and E277 with substrate. The changes of partial charges in position 274 may have indirect affection to both E276 and E277 besides the changes in molecular volume which happen (Figure 4) . More experiments for the effects of residual changes in this position with much more neuraminidase to investigate those partial charge changes deeper.
CONCLUSION
This research shows four inhibitors (zanamivir, laninamivir, oseltamivir carboxylate and peramivir) affinities when attached into neuraminidase and gives a binding strength comparison between all of them. The hydrogen bonds and interaction energy shows that zanamivir and laninamivir is preferable to treat the patient. Lipinski rule analysis shows that zanamivir and laninamivir would be better taken non-oral (inhalation or injection). Overall, the SAS of most active site residues are decrease (showed by positive value). Only a few residues have an increases SAS. From the results, this research results proposed zanamivir and laninamivir as potent inhibitor to inhibit Indonesian H274Ymutant neuraminidase.
